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What are we doing well? 30 workout locations across the region with solid regular
attendance and a steady flow of FNG’s.  From what I have seen, Site Q’s are doing a good job
of ensuring the AO’s are running smooth, Q schedules are filled, F3 culture is promoted,
strong workouts for all levels of fitness and making sure new Pax feel welcome.   Special
shout out to Bloomer who helps us keep the Q schedule filled for the beach AO’s. He does a
weekly reminder on Slack each week that has really helped create visibility of gaps and Site
Q’s are jumping in and encouraging Q’s accordingly! 
Opportunities? We have a good amount of VQ’s taking place across the region, but I think we
need to encourage even greater participation by the newer PAX.  Q’ng a workout is a great
opportunity for PAX to train in their leadership skills (leaders leading leaders) and truly
become part of the group.  Co-Q’s are a great way to start!   

We are at the midpoint of the year and it is a great time to reflect on where we are as a region. I
have found it to be valuable to put an honest appraisal on paper and/or complete an after-
action report (AAR).   Are we accelerating, are we standing still or are we decelerating? I recently
had the opportunity to review an F3 Region acceleration matrix that GMO (the head of sectors
for F3 Nation) provided to Nant’ans and compare how we are doing. I also have had a chance to
interact with other regions during Nant’an calls, travel and during GrowRuck etc. Overall, I
would say JAX is absolutely accelerating but there are always opportunities to get better.

1st F (The Magnet)

Words from the Nant'an
BY SAIGON SAM
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What are we doing well? We have had PAX like Updraft, Bloomer, Yard Sale and Updraft step
up to organize lunches, happy hours, and sporting events across the region. Heisenberg
launched the annual Christmas party which has been great.  Gizzard helped get PAX
motivated to do the Spartan Super together. Flo and Aquaman have organized successful
(now multi-year) CSAUPs in “The Fallen” and “The Kraken “as well as the first ever
“Dudeodyssey Challenge”.  We have Jax Pax attending F3 National events like GrowRuck and
the upcoming BRR and F3 10-year anniversary. Finally, we have had Scholl’s and Bowser
organize a couple of very successful JAX full region convergences this year. 
Opportunities? I think we are doing very well in this area, but we can always do more to
increase our fellowship. I have seen a few other regions do a big region convergence to
include M’s, 2.0’s. I think this would be very cool! Maybe in the fall with cooler temps? If
someone is interested, a 2nd F Q could be a great service opportunity to help coordinate and
keep PAX connected to all the events across the region.      

2nd F (The Glue)

What are we doing well? We have multiple Q source meetings going across the region with
regular attendance and the only Q Source in the nation (to my knowledge) that has an artist
(Bowser) rendering of the attendees each week.  It’s awesome to see men accelerating as
leaders and applying the principles of F3 in all aspects of their lives. 

3rd F (The Dynamite)        



Trinity Rescue Mission – weekly service commitment each Friday serving breakfast as well as
bringing workouts to The Farm each Saturday. Not to mention raising a significant amount of
money and re-outfitting the kitchen!  Big thanks to Septum and Check Please for your
leadership! Pyro launched virtual Bible study which has really helped YHC and others
accelerate their relationship with the Sky Q! Mr. Woodchuck is launching a branch of Purple
Heart Homes here in JAX (more details below). This is an awesome opportunity for PAX to
serve our veteran community!
Opportunities? As our region matures, with Q Source now taking hold, the formation of
Shield Locks and Whetstone/Blade relationships should begin to expand. Let’s encourage
new PAX to get plugged into the F3 culture, read “Freed to Lead”, get involved in Q Source
discussions, join in service projects etc. Once again, as we grow, with all the activities across
the region, we have another opportunity for a 3rdF Q to help coordinate efforts and by having
rotating leadership, we can help prevent burnout.  

Words from the Nant'an Continued...
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What are we doing well? The Farm and Daytona Beach
Opportunities? North Jax, St Augustine has multiple locations to target – Downtown, World
Golf and Palencia.  Lots of Sad Clowns to connect with around Jacksonville. Do we know any
potential flag planters that we could support launching in a new location? Social Media -
Bing recently sent me some suggestions on ideas of messaging by medium. Good
opportunity to serve the region! (see Comz). Many Regions have an Expansion Q that
connects regularly with Bing and helps drive growth in new areas. Another opportunity for
someone to serve! 

What are we doing well? Region has a working website and Slack channels for information. 
 Thanks to Doink, we have a database of PAX that is updated with the newcomer sign up
sheet. We have a presence on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.  We have an awesome
Newsletter thanks to Jumanji.
Opportunities? I believe we are at the point that we need a Social Media or Comz Q to help us
get the word out on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook etc. as well as respond to requests for
information via messenger etc. I know HardNocs had an initial bump thanks to Facebook
group post. Virtual EH’ng is something we could do more of! 

Expansion 

IT/Comz

Again, across the board, the JAX region is absolutely accelerating! That said, there are great
opportunities for PAX to help the region accelerate further and ultimately help more Sad
Clowns. The core values for July and August are Service and Servant Leadership. As we learned
at GrowRuck, the weight of the heavy log is made easier if every man lends a hand. As we have
discovered, F3 is much more than a workout.  If you have skills that can help or if you have more
ideas that can help our region, please feel free to share!   

Our Nation’s Nant’an, Slaughter, stated in the Annual Report, “I am convinced that F3 is
changing the world for the better; it happens one man at a time.  We need to carry this torch as
far as we possibly can so that every man that wants to join us has that opportunity. I see the
magic happen almost every day; a life improved because of F3. We stand united in The Mission
to make that possible.”  I agree wholeheartedly with Slaughter!   We have an amazing group of
HIM’s in this region that are making an impact every day!Let’s keep the momentum and keep
giving away what has been given to us! Semper Fi & SYITG,

Saigon Sam



The Murph - honoring Lt. Michael Murphy USN 
The Manion - honoring Lt. Travis Manion USMC
Forced March (Ruck) from Badlands to HardNocs with
guidon- honoring US Army special operators and rangers
killed in Operation Gothic Serpent
30 minute Burpee Challenge honoring USAF fallen airmen.

Saturday May 29th
Started with 36 for The Murph....
34 made it to COT
19 finished the entire Fallen.
It was epic.

Now let’s go out and make it less about us.......

CSAUP
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Every community in America is
filled with men who have great
potential to lead, but find
themselves wondering, “What’s
next?” You may be one of those
men who has the potential to
lead your family, your F3 Region,
and your community. Still you
wonder, “What’s next?”
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PUD
Saigon Sam
Aquaman
Taz
Mr. Woodchuck
Wasted
Boucher

GrowRuck is a weekend-long event that
combines F3 GrowSchool with a Rucking
CSAUP event to immediately apply F3
leadership skills. By adding a CSAUP event
(which brings a huge dose of 1st and 2nd F) to
the GrowSchool experience, F3 Nation aims to
catalyze and accelerate a location’s growth
and the bonds of brotherhood that form when
several regions join together and accomplish a
mission.

GrowRuck 01 started in Jacksonville, FL on
November 18th, 2016 at GORUCK
headquarters, intertwining the roots of F3
GrowRuck and GORUCK. 

Way to represent JAX at GrowRuck 18: 

https://f3nation.com/


CSAUP
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Sept 10-11, 2021

Dec 11-12, 2021

Lake Placid, FL. Beast, Super and Sprint available.
ClownCars and accommodations being
coordinated. 

F3 Nation Anniversary Upcoming 

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Brolympics
10K
Iron Pax Challenge
Community Service

Mini Grow-School
Bones and the Hunt for Wellness
Behind the Curtain on F3, getting to know the
Board of Directors, F3 Foundation and how
this impacts your region

Join your F3 brothers from across the nation to
celebrate 10 years of F3 changing men's lives.
Several clown cars are leaving from JAX to
partake in the festivities and we have room for
you! Register here

October 8-10, 2021 Wilmington, NC

Friday October 8th
600PM Opening Reception and Check-In

Saturday October 9th
700AM – 830AM Convergence
900AM – Coffeteria 
1000AM – CSAUPS –

230PM Breakout Sessions and Pax Networking
Breakouts:

630PM – Keynote Dinner with guest Joe DeSena
830PM – End It Ruck – 26.2 miles 

Sunday October 10th
730AM – End it Ruck ends
800AM – 900AM – LIVE COT Podcast
930AM – 1130AM –  Worship Service

July 4ish, 2021

https://f310year.com/
https://f310year.com/


Asgard

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

It’s hard to believe that it has been about a
year since we planted an F3 Flag in Clay
County. On July 11, 2020, the flag was planted
at Thunderbolt Park in Fleming Island, and
Asgard was on the F3 map.   In just a few
weeks, with strong support from Sasquatch,
Crotchless and Hatch, we launched our first
weekday beatdown. Soon after that we
added a Thursday beatdown at Asgard. In
January, Big Bird launched Bifrost, a run-
based AO just north of the Fleming Island
Bridge. Also in January, we had our first Q-
source during a Saturday coffeeteria. One
year later, Asgard continues to push forward
and remains strong. Over the last couple of
months, we’ve added three FNGs to our
Saturday numbers: Recall, Guppy, and
Jigglypuff.  

To commemorate this occasion, the HIM of
Asgard have an anniversary beatdown
planned for Saturday, July 10th. We invite any
pax member to take a mini-road trip to
Fleming Island and join the fun.Stick around
afterwards for coffeeteria at Maple Street! 

-FEUD

AO UPDATES
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A term introduced to F3JAX by Bernie 4
Points. To ensure proper usage, YHC did
extensive research on the etymology of
the word (or just used Urban Dictionary).

Pusscake- a fancy term for a guy acting
like a pussy. 

"Jake always complains about how fat he
is and how much he hates his body. He
whines more than my girlfriend. What a
pusscake." or a more appropriate to F3
"I'm not sure if I going to do the Fallen or
not, I don't think I'm in good enough
shape," said the Pusscake.

Pusscake



The allure of the beach and it’s laid back
vibe continue to serve Poseidon and Pool
Party well. Formerly wayward men keep
coming back for the beat downs and the
fellowship. Most of the enlightenment
comes on the morning dolly’s prior to
Poseidon…it seems that running at 6 creates
an environment for bearing one’s soul.

The PAX Continues to show an enthusiasm
for stepping up and doing different
workouts and exercises… The Bataan Bear
Crawl proved to be a hit…so, we will
continue to grow and our considering
adding a Monday Q to the schedule…

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The heat is on at Hard Nocs and Badlands.
Warm weather is bringing on sweatier
sessions but it hasn't decreased the PAX size
or new brothers.  A hearty welcome to
Tricycle, Baywatch, CitySlicker, Hawkeye and
Firefox! HN and Badlands continue to grow
as more HIM EH more HIM. New brothers
have stepped up to VQ and have taken the
responsibility seriously with planned out
workouts and wienkies (someone forgot to
tell Sushi about the music, he was busy
painting his nails anyway - who is the site Q
there anyway?!). With a fresh load of blocks
at Badlands (thanks Mulligan) there seems to
be more and more blockies in our mix and
more and more gravel marks on our backs!
As Nocatee grows and more families are
moving to the area, it is more important than
ever for existing PAX to bring new men to
the beatdowns. It is our responsibility to
invigorate male leadership in our
communities and there is no better way to
do this than the secret sauce of Fitness,
Fellowship, and Faith. 
Most of the time the young PAX double down
during the week at both AO’s. The brethren
share a close bond with each other and enjoy
F2’s at lunch or happy hour at Yard Sale’s
personal hangout the PV American Legion!

HardNocs & Badlands

-PAPA SMURF
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Poseidon
-LEFT TURN -FULL MONTY

Challenge to all PAX in the JAX area - come
over to the beach for a double down. I can't
promise we will be gentle but I can promise
you will enjoy it! If you're feeling froggy run
between the AO's. That is how Aquaman
continues to age in reverse.



Boondocks has entered its 4th year with a
flourish. The workouts are always horrible,
the fellowship is tight, and the HIMs of South
Jax are accelerating.

Boondocks pax are continuing to accelerate
in all three F’s. Pink Panther and Loudmouth
made their VQs with style and venom, and
have continued to stay in the mix.
Extinguisher keeps taking Qs and beating
everyone’s brains in, but always with an
important and lasting message; His
thoughtful Juneteenth beatdown was
particularly meaningful and educational to
the pax who were there, as he shared the
history of slavery and emancipation in this
country, as well as some of the lingering
issues of race and reconciliation. Coffeteria is
always well attended and 2ndF lunches etc.
pop up frequently. QSource continues to
thrive on Tuesday mornings. Pax from
around Jax join us on Saturdays before
heading over to the Farm.

Several of the pax are heavily involved in
training for the Blue Ridge Relay, now just a
matter of weeks away. Speedwork on
Wednesdays, bridge work on Fridays, lots of
other mileage throughout the week, have us
confident that the townie team is going
down. Mr. Woodchuck continues to lead
ably, even as this HIM works on launching his
own exciting vocational venture with Purple
Heart Homes.

Boondocks pax were proud to spark what
seemed to be the biggest controversy in
F3Jax history with the question of when an
FNG is to be named. The Slack riot police
were on standby, but all settled down and
bygones were allowed to be bygones. Iron
Lung and Slushy came back to get named,
and the experiment continues. Seriously – it’s
just an experiment.

We are proud of our younger HIMs. Ollie and
Tazz, who recently graduated from Creekside
HS, are heading out on their next chapters.
Ollie has already begun his military career
with the Army, and Tazz will soon begin his
career as a Marine as he matriculates to the
Citadel. 

On a personal note, one of YHC’s F3
highlights of the last 2 months was his
starring role in Bowzer’s short film on Pickle
Pounders, filmed on location at the
Memorial Day convergence.

F3 is so important, and so many Sad Clowns
need it. Keep sharing the love!
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Boondocks/Vet/Thunderdome

- SCHOLLS



It would be easy to jot that the downtown
AO’s have been gleefully getting up each and
every morning at quarter till “it’s still dark-
thirty to subject ourselves to various types of
torture. Because it’s true. Monday,
Wednesday and Fridays…..the bridges and
parking garages are calling.

Anchor, Anthill and Bohica….One can expect
to hear no more than 20 times “The Grass is
wet!” This Q lacks creativity!” or “This workout
is utter BS.” And don’t even get me started on
what comes out of Zamboni’s mouth!!

Cindy beatdown’s are de riqueur, however
most Pax choose to disrespect their best girl
by keeping them butt naked. Not this guy!!
Regardless of the Cindy dress code, we all get
our money’s worth. 

Lot’s of Down Range pax have come thru,
most notably the love child of Trevor
Lawrence and Gardner Minshew…..WuzntMe.
That was special…..
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Downtown

-BOWZER

The past month or two, the core value, Be
open to all men, has been meaningful. At
Anthill and Bohica, we have park
visitors/residents that sometimes provide
commentary on our workouts. As we should,
they are invited to participant and most
recently one of them did. Michael aka
Pirouette joined us. Pirouette is homeless
and prior to his stroke, was a dancer and
dance teacher. The credo “Leave no man
behind but leave no man where you find
him” hits you where you live. It could be easy
to not realize that while we are engulfed in
our beatdowns, those looking on may need a
little bit of encouragement to join in. Will
Pirouette be a regular? Probably not. He may
move on somewhere else (and I hope he
does) but for whatever time he’s with us, he’s
one of us. And that makes it worth it.
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- MCDREAMY

Launched: F3 Race Coast
F3 Race Coast is off and running as a mustard seed as of May 8, 2021. Many thanks to the Jax/ PV
dudes who bombed down for the kickoff, and to Snuffy for the flags. We now have 2 AO’s
(‘Hellifax’ in Daytona and The Wasteland in New Smyrna Beach). Five to six men are consistently
posting and our first VQ (Alter Boy) struts his stuff July 3. Oohrah!

There is a reason the Chop Shop logo has a swamp! We
are headed full monsoon like into the wet season and
the swamp is shaping up nicely. The last couple of
weeks (months?) have seen a lot of beat downs with
“max pain minimal geography” in mind as several pax
are dealing with injuries that minimize running. It is
amazing the workout you can get with a cindy, some
sidewalk space, and a complete kids playground!
I was talking to a PAX the other day and he was
bemoaning his fitness level (he’s a newbie). And I
pointed out that F3 is so much more than that. The
community we’ve built is the key. I stopped counting,
but I am pretty sure we Choppers have helped each
other move about 524 pieces of furniture and other
household things. LIFO had the biggest gas stove I’ve
ever seen and we had to move it down 3 stairs while
fending off his pack of dogs. Bert had a whole house to
move and, with an interior decorator M, we couldn’t just
dump stuff randomly! The effort was worth the BBQ and
beer. Doink only moved to be closer to his AO and, I’m
pretty sure, to drive a big U-Haul truck. But Extinguisher
takes the “odd thing to move” cake with this =>

ChopShop

- EILEEN



CONVERGE
Memorial Day 2021 coincided with F3JAX 6th anniversary. Along with honoring those who made the
ultimate sacrifice, which allowed us to gather in freedom at Memorial Park, we received a history lesson
about the region from some of the original 12. The Qs (Scholls, Big Bird, Feud and Jumanji) traced the
path that lead back to the launch of F3 Nation on Jan. 1, 2011 at Alexander Graham Middle School in
Charlotte. The October of that year one of the Charlotte PAX, an OG by the name of Crotch Rocket,
started a workout in his hometown of Columbia, SC. Two hard chargers named Chaser and Robber
helped lead the 'Cola model' to plant F3 throughout South Carolina and beyond.  By 2015 F3 plant
leaders had their eyes set on the SadClown mecca of Florida and the gateway city into the Sunshine
State- Jacksonville. As Chaser, Robber and Doc rolled into Jax on the night of April 24, 2010, Chaser rolled
down the window and uttered some prophetic words, "It smells like SadClowns here, and I like it." The
rest is history. 
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Find a couple of F3 guys that are at a similar life place as you. 
Figure out a time when you are already together (or can be) such as after a regular
posting/AO. Go get coffee or a beer (do we have any afternoon AOs? We Should!). 
Fess up some places where your jester trips you up – and give your Shield Lock permission
to hold you accountable. 
Commit to meeting regularly for a couple months – this isn’t being married for life. 

What is a Shield Lock?

I hope to convince you that being part of a Shield Lock will help you accelerate as a HIM. If
you have been engaged in reading the Q Source, you know Dredd (Co-founder of F3) loves to
use obscure terminology to describe things – anything. Like a pushup isn’t a pushup it is a
merkin. In the Q Source section Q1.7 he defines a Shield Lock. You can (and should) read it
here. A great thing about that website is the links to the podcasts Dark Helmet and Dredd
did about the subject. Like having an author’s discussion of the topic!

In Q1.7 Dredd explains a club is just a group but a team is a group with a specific mission. A
Shield Lock is a team – and the mission is to identify and battle against your jester(s), the
thing that trips you up in your acceleration. The Team is there to keep you accountable. It
supplies the tough love, candor, straight-talk, and honest feedback that we simply do not get
in any other relationship. 

Dredd says this team requires 3Ps – Proximity, Purpose, and Periodicity. Proximity: You need
to physically be closely located – so that you will actually get together. Purpose: You are not
meeting to have F2, you are meeting to hold each other accountable to acceleration.
Periodicity: You must meet at some regular interval to be effective. 

A key component of a Shield Lock is that the group – 3 or 4 guys – need to be at similar places
in life. Which typically means guys around the same age. The reason for that is so that the life
experiences of the group are at a similar stage – as a 53-year-old (respect!) I am dealing with
completely different challenges at home and at work than a 33-year-old. I am thinking about
adult kids getting married and retirement – not elementary school and taking a new position
at work. (Now, before you go where I know your head is going – yes, older F3 Pax have a lot to
share with younger Pax! That is called Whetstone – we’ll cover that in a future newsletter.)

I know an obstacle for you is time and energy. And probably pride – because there is no way
you WANT to give someone permission to ask you about your jester. I mean, who wants to
actually have to address that?

So, here is the plan:
1.
2.

3.

4.

You do that and your life will improve. You are not made to battle your jester on your own.
You will find a new energy and attitude that will help you accelerate your leadership and
make you an even stronger HIM. 
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SHIELDLOCK

-EILEEN

https://f3nation.com/q/shield-lock/#more-404520


2ND F

Tell us about Jeff “Pyro” Aviles.
Karen and I have been married for coming up on 23 years. We have a son, Spencer, who is

at FSU, majoring in IT and is looking to get into the cybersecurity space. My daughter

Sydney graduated from high school, and she’s working at Starbucks until she can go back

to school in person. I’ve been with a medical device company called EMSI for over 17

years. I’m a Regional Directors of Sales for them, covering most of Florida, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi and Virginia.

 

How did you come to get involved with F3? 
Through Feud. We had a work event, and Feud was at the meeting. He and I had been in

undergrad together but it had been a few years since I had seen him. He EH’d me. I kept

coming up with excuses, but he was persistent. I remember telling Karen that I’ll go just

so he’ll stop bugging me. I posted to Anchor but it wasn’t until a few weeks later where

the Murph drop-kicked me in my face, and realized I wasn’t in good of shape I thought I

was. I quickly dropped my membership at the gym and was doing three days a week, all

because of F3.

 

Where did the Pyro name come from?
I lucked out with that name really, it’s a pretty cool name. I played with fire a lot as a kid,

almost burnt the house down. There was a big vase full of dried flowers, I was playing

with a candle, and there was this immediate fireball. My mom grabbed it and threw it out

the back door, but there was this huge soot mark on the ceiling.

MEET PYRO, JAX PAX OF THE MONTH
I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S L A S H
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Have you by any chance seen Yard Sale’s garage?
No.

It’s a fire code violation unto itself with about 15 gas
containers. Let’s keep you away from that! On a more
serious note, what do you think we can do better as
an organization?
It comes down to the sad clowns around us, and the

personal EH.



JAX PAX OF THE MONTH, CONTINUED
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 Five Things About Pyro
 

What’s one movie that you can watch again and again?
Shawshank Redemption. Such a great story about hope & the strength and goodness of

the human spirit. He’s got everything against him but he crawls through a mile of poop

and finds a way.

Favorite quote?
You’ll get out of it what you put in.

Last book you read?
Not A Fan. Jesus doesn’t want fans, he wants followers. A follower is fully, whole-

heartedly committed. HE doesn’t want us to be lukewarm.

You can travel abroad only once more in your life – where would you go?
Oh good question – I’m going to go somewhere I have been before, down to St. Thomas.

We chartered a boat and went island hopping. Great memories of lobster rolls, swim up

bars, the “Soggy Dollar” bar and painkillers. Absolutely phenomenal trip.

What are three things you would bring to a deserted island?
I love to read, would definitely bring a book, definitely THE book, the Bible. I’m a huge

fan of Doritos, I can eat my bodyweight in Doritos. And a fishing pole – I can fish for

hours.

Were you a sad clown?
The sad clown, you’re laughing on the outside and crying on the inside. I was in a fraternity

in college but lost touch with them and other guys I used to hang out with. I had gotten

bogged down with “life”; kids, sports, work, and you realize you don’t keep in touch with

guys you used to. I saw the brotherhood and was drawn to the competition, camaraderie

and the banter. You know, stuff you can only do with other guys.

 

Like monkey humpers!
Yes, and good ol’ picklepounders! The best way to get someone to a workout is to go by

their house and bring them to a workout. We’ve had pax come via articles like in Men’s

Health, FB postings and even podcasts. But I believe the personal EH is how most of the

guys have come on board.

 

How do you hope F3 Jax will look two or three years down the road?
We’re on a good path, planting and growing small workout groups for the invigoration of

male community leadership. You see it with Trinity, and now with the Farm, and CSAUPS

like Kracken and the Gate River Run (running for inclusion with Challenge Enterprises),

and with Mr. Woodchuck working to bring Purple Heart Homes here to Jax. I’d love to see

more expansion, like with McDreamy down in Daytona. We should have it from Amelia

Island to St. Augustine, and everywhere in between. I’d also like to see more CSAUPs.

When I first came on board, we did the very first GrowRuck – Class 01. If you look back at

those guys, most are still involved with F3.



3RD F
The service core value for July says, “we change
ourselves to change each other to change
Jacksonville.” This core value perfectly fits into the
community service we all at F3 Jax are
participating in and continuing to perform. If we
want to change Jacksonville, we must first
change ourselves and our thoughts in order to
help others. 
Trinity mission continues to get strong support
from the PAX on Friday mornings to serve
breakfast. Septum has done a wonderful job
getting commitments from people to help and
we consistently have 3-5 PAX members each
Friday from different AO’s. Great to see the level
of commitment stay strong for the mission, which
leads to our other community service
commitment known as The Farm. 
We have been getting good support there as well
but can always use more PAX to step up to lead.
Earlier in the month we had a convergence in
which 40+ PAX came to support the men at The
Farm and hand out The Farm t shirts which were
donated. The men very much appreciated this
nice gesture of their own t shirts and continue to
wear them at Saturday workouts. 
We consistently have 8-12 PAX at the Saturday
9am workouts with some fellowship after to get
to know these gentlemen. Workouts consist of
many team exercises, weight lifting, and some
bible reading to close it out. 
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-CHECK PLEASE

The Farm & Trinity Rescue Mission
Please come and continue to serve and assist
everything that is happening at these locations. A
special shout-out to the West Virginian native
and enigma aptly called “Outhouse”. He was able
to facilitate a meeting with myself and a person
who works at the Nocatee Panera Bread to get all
their leftover bakery items etc to be taken to
Trinity mission and/or The Farm. I now meet with
the people of Panera Bread two or three times a
week to pick up their leftover items (which is
usually boxes and boxes of items) and deliver to
the mission. Big thanks to Outhouse for setting
this up and also to Panera Bread for the huge
amount of donations. Good things happening at
both locations, don’t miss out. 

Plastic containers on wheels with see through
lids that they can fill with rice, sugar, and flour.
More racks in fridge and a few more for the
freezer.

Trinity Rescue Mission is getting their kitchen
floor recoated at the end of July. This is great
because it’s been in limbo since the new
equipment was installed. Their biggest concern
right now is the neatness of the kitchen and
getting everything organized.
Here are some of the things that they need help
with now: 

https://trinityrescue.org/


There is a new service opportunity coming for the Jax Pax! We will be partnering with Purple
Heart Homes to start a chapter in Northeast Florida. Headquartered in Statesville, NC, you may
have heard Brad Borders - 'Chap' on the COT podcast. PHH is a 501(c)3 public charity founded
in 2008 by two combat wounded veterans - John Gallina and the late Dale Beatty. Looking to
share the same reception they received when they returned from their service, PHH was born.
They provide housing solutions for service connected disabled and aging veterans of all eras.  

Like a lot of Pax, I did not serve in the military , but I have the utmost respect for the those
that did. Florida is home to one of the largest veteran populations in the country, with Orlando
being one of the best cities for veterans. There is a need in Jacksonville. To me, the least we
can do is to take a day and build a ramp or make someone's home a little more accessible. 

- MR. WOODCHUCK

Creating a better system so that everything that comes in has a place,
and that place is neat and clean so that they can walk through and
show people their process. 
Reworking the donation flow process. John is thinking of doing
everything “donation” by weight with spread sheets to keep track of
everything and how long it stays in the facility to prevent clutter.

If you want to help out in any capacity contact Septum 904-534-8270.
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3rd F Continued...

-SEPTUM

We have assembled a
tremendous team. Thank you to
Big Bird, Hey Big Papi, Fixit,
Penguin, Inside Out, and Doink
for stepping up to help on the
Advisory Committee. They will
help to guide the chapter and
the projects to come. But make
no mistake, we will need all of
you and the team thanks you in
advance. So keep you eyes open
on Slack, we hope to be
announcing our first project
soon and what you can do to
get involved.

https://purplehearthomesusa.org/
https://purplehearthomesusa.org/
https://purplehearthomesusa.org/
tel:904-534-8270


3RD F
I once was a Whimp, now I am Zamboni. 
 
In June of 2020, in the middle of the pandemic, I was EH’d by Fifty Cent (who built on the EH foundation
already established by Eileen and Seat Down), and I posted at Anthill. I am forever grateful that I was
EH’d into F3, and for the mental health I now have as a result. 
 
At the time of my first post, I was a leader in my profession, a husband, a father of 4 2.0’s. In the midst of
all of those relationships, while I would have told you that I was “fine,” I was unknowingly desperate for
friendships and relationships with other men. I longed for a place where I could be “me,” free of
judgment. Anthill did not quite know what to do with me. Those who work out with me, therefore, have
had to put up with the real unfiltered me. I am so thankful for their camaraderie, for their complaining
about me, and for their acceptance. Loosely quoting Stickum, “F3 is the closest thing to a truly healthy
locker room.” 
 
As a man, I was very good at knowing a lot of people while not allowing anyone to truly know me. I kept
my masks up, kept the plates spinning, while at the same time I was slowly dying in my own head as the
pressure and constant change of the Pandemic kept my unsettled. I am thankful for men that I can trust,
men that will listen to me (and listen to me, and listen to me, and listen to me…), and that I know will also
hear me and pray for me. 
 
I am not sorry that I do not have a “filter” for my thoughts at 5:30AM. I know that I need to avoid keeping
my burdens, fears, and struggles trapped in my brain. I know that I need to share my burdens with F3
HIM’s who will hear me, support me, and when appropriate give me a kick in the pants.  
 
Many of you are already good at being open and sharing your burdens… I challenge the rest of you to let
out your “inner Zamboni” and share your burdens with the men around you. F3 offers a rare space for us
to be ourselves, to allow others into our lives, and to trust that those others will have our backs. I would
not be where I am today without the support and prayers of the HIM’s that I regularly post with (and put
up with) me. 
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-ZAMBONI (Downtown)

Pastor's (Priest, Rector, Preacher, whatever) Corner

Prior to F3, the only nickname I ever had was a negative one, given to me as
a young child. I was “Whimp.” I hated that name, and therefore all
nicknames. At my first posting, I was definitely not comfortable giving 15
strangers permission to label me again. Those men heard whatever it was
that I said in the COT, and chose my new nickname. I am now no longer the
“Whimp” but ZAMBONI (Dahn-Tahn Zamboni as one would say in
Pittsburgh, not the beach Zamboni), and as Zamboni I am a better,
healthier HIM. 



So many things, but alas there is only room for two. I
think as a region that we have reached a certain
point. Where our collective experience of F3 is such
that we can come to a guideline that alleviates
confusion and reduces unnecessary communication. 

And it is this my F3 brothers- just put a f-ing Cindy in
your vehicle and leave it there. For the newer guys- a
Cindy is a cinderblock, used frequently by Qs
throughout the region for such exercises as thrusters,
curls, block swings and everyone's favorite- the
Murder Bunny. Or rather than keeping a Cindy in your
vehicle we can continue with endless inane chatter
on Slack to determine whether or not Cindy's are
needed for tomorrow's workout. In which case, I
might throw a f-ing Cindy through your back glass so
you have one for next time. 

There is no excuse for failing to keep a Cindy in your
vehicle. A Cindy costs a whopping $1.40-$1.80 at
whatever home improvement store is within a 5
minute drive from your house. It can't be cost or
sourcing, so what is it? Don't want your car to get
dirty? Your M bitches about it? Or is it that if you leave
a Cindy in your vehicle you're a step closer to being
one of us? If you live in St. John's county- I asked Elon
Musk and he said it's OK to put one in your Tesla. So
get the sand out of your Pusscake and keep it in
there. 

CONCEPT: LEADERSHIP

PHRASE: WE ARE SERVANT LEADERS.

QUOTE: SERVANT LEADERSHIP IS NOT
ABOUT “I”-  NOR IS IT ABOUT “WE”- IT
IS ABOUT “THEM”.  
JIM LINDELL

AUGUST

CONCEPT: SERVICE

PHRASE: WE CHANGE OURSELVES TO
CHANGE EACH OTHER TO CHANGE
JACKSONVILLE.  

QUOTE: "A LIFE NOT LIVED FOR
OTHERS IS NOT A LIFE."
MOTHER TERESA

JULY

CONCEPT: FREEDOM

PHRASE: WE HONOR OUR FREEDOM
TO ASSEMBLE PEACEFULLY WITHOUT
PERSECUTION, BY ALWAYS
HONORING THOSE WHO SACRIFICE
TO PRESERVE THAT FREEDOM.

QUOTE: "FREEDOM CONSISTS OF NOT
DOING WHAT WE LIKE, BUT IN
HAVING THE RIGHT TO DO WHAT WE
OUGHT."
POPE JOHN PAUL II

SEPTEMBER

CONCEPT: DFQ

PHRASE: WE DON’T QUIT IN THE FACE
OF OBSTACLES.

QUOTE:  "THE GREATEST GLORY IN
LIVING LIES NOT IN NEVER FAILING,
BUT IN RISING EVERY TIME WE FALL."
RALPH WALDO EMERSON

OCTOBER

Shit That Irritates Me

THE 6
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Words from the "Editor"
-JUMANJI

Second thing- you can't make
your Cindy this sexy. It's hard to
do burpees with a chubby. 


